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Users browsing this forum: Bing [Bot] , Google Feedfetcher and guests. Logout Logout
Register. Skip to content. Quick links. View unanswered posts View active topics. The GS has
not been popular here, but elsewhere in the world, including the US, it seems to be selling
well--and the price is right at not much over 5k here. KTM dry weights are ready to ride but no
fuel. Last edited by Toe on Wed Nov 06, am, edited 1 time in total. DRZ Daytona Spec certainly
looks higher than the GGS which also has cast wheels. Compared to that the seat height
slightly higher, tank slightly bigger, and claimed dry weight slightly lower, amongst other
things. Last edited by Toe on Wed Nov 06, pm, edited 1 time in total. I was "potentially" in the
market for one of these to keep abroad out in Asia, esp as the domestic market vehicles are
fairly feeble with their offerings but in this current guise not a chance. Hopefully they have one
at the NEC to have a look at and I will pester the sales reps ref spoke wheels and the future
potential of a R model Jump to. Join us. Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. RightChoice , Mar 25,
TeamGS , Mar 25, My dealer called this morning Carl's, Boise to tell us it would be mid to late
April or even May before we see the first one. I'm 2nd in line. I'm OK with that as we still have
quite a bit of snow in the Idaho mountains. With everything that's going on it was just nice to
get a motorcycle-related phone call. Deleted likes this. Unhingedlizard , Mar 25, Joined: Feb 28,
Oddometer: 1, Location: Wellington. HighwayChile and jojojones like this. Bitingdog ,
RightChoice and Vectored2adv like this. ADV Sponsors. Joined: Jul 21, Oddometer: 1, Location:
Northeast. The bike is not even in the states and the bellyaching has begun. HighwayChile ,
spacely and Unhingedlizard like this. OU and Unhingedlizard like this. Exurban and
Unhingedlizard like this. Deleted , Mar 25, Plebeian , Yinzer Moto and jojojones like this. Red
liner likes this. On the torque front, this bike already feels so much more tractable down low
than my duke. I know they say its identical to the Duke but it really doesn't fe like it to me.
Obviously can't comment on the top end at this point but it is very noticable low down. I did a
couple of 50kph 4th gear roll ons and even taking it easy due to a 3km old engine it pulls away
fine. You'd need a gear to 2 to overtake but it is easy to bend swing on a twisty road in the same
way as the bigger bikes. I'm sure kubcat is a hero on a r but on a he is just a keyboard jockey
like the rest of us so he might want to think again about the first quick response from a rider
who has actually ridden both machines. Then when Kubcat gets his or actually rides one he can
give us a more educated opinion that we all will appreciate. Got to get the knots out of my
panties now. Vectored2adv , Mar 25, Joined: Dec 19, Oddometer: Location: S. Grreatdog , Mar
25, I wouldn't even run full wrap aluminum hand guards on that bike. The odds of bouncing it off
trees and throwing it down hard in rocks doing enduro stuff are just about zero. It's not that kind
of bike. The stock plastic guards will deflect roost, branches and wind just fine. I have seen
exactly one of those stock plastic KTM handguards broken. That was by an excellent rider doing
mountain single track on a taking an ugly fall jumping off a boulder into baby heads. He
replaced it with another plastic one. Fallacy and Bultaco like this. I would love that too. Wonder
if Chris Birch is contactable Tho it doesn't really apply to me. As I've stated before I ride slow
and technical and I don't take too many risks as getting to places and getting back as that's
more important to me than jumps and drifts so just bare that in mind with anything I write. It
may not apply to your needs. Bitingdog , Mar 26, Unhingedlizard likes this. You must log in or
sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your
password? User Name Remember Me? Originally Posted by nutcracker. Apologies in advance
for the n00b question: There are adjustable level knobs on both the clutch and brake handle.
What does they do? What purpose do they solve? The following BHPian Thanks btdhar for this
useful post: nutcracker. View My Garage. Originally Posted by btdhar. They will help you adjust
the reach of the lever. By that you mean adjust the reach of the foot lever or the hand lever? The
following BHPian Thanks ast. It happened during a parking situation. The crash guards are
scratched, but the body is fine. Only thing, the brake footrest pedal completely twisted itself.
Twisted it back to its original position using a panner, but the teeth on it are completely twisted.
This is made of aluminium so if twisted again, they will break. Today I fuelled up to the brim and
still there was one bar less on the display. This wasnt the case during my previous fuel up
which was again, to the brim. I can tip toe though, with enough grip to drag the bike out of tight
parking spots and reverse manoeuvres. Not discounting the fact that still I find this to be a
slightly heavy bike. I connected my bluetooth headset to my phone, my phone was paired with
the bike. However, whenever I was receiving calls, I could never hear any sound on the
earphones. How do I make this work? Also, any thoughts on helmets with bluetooth speakers
and mic? Since I will be using this bike for commuting a lot I'm fundamentally a Sales person so
I move around a lot , would you recommend me some helmets? Does anybody have any idea on
when the official KTM accessories will be available? In January KTM said it has partnered with a
lot of Indian manufacturers to make accessories like saddle stay, top box etc. KTM said they
would be available in months. Nothing is seen as of yet. I like this little KTM. The more I ride this

bike offroad, the more confident I get. S , shyamg28 , swiftnfurious. This was done under
warranty. The earlier fuel pipe could pinch thanks to its softer material is what I was told. The
new caliper bolts are longer in length than the original ones. Overall construction quality looks
good though not at par with something like SW Motech for e. Attaching couple of pictures for
reference. The saddle stay. S , Sheel , shyamg28 , swiftnfurious , TuxDiesel. Originally Posted
by rb Attachment Last edited by Red Liner : 13th July at I've no intentions of hitting the trails as
you do Also, the plan is not to stuff those saddle bags till the seams burst out. One can still
travel light by not carrying tons of things in those saddle bags in my opinion! Now the famed
Art of Motorcycles brothers has come out with a spoke conversion. Some updates from my end
on the Quickshifter: Been slowly getting used to using it. I used to let go of the throttle and
upshift, the gear would shift up but the bike would jerk. Then, having done some more reading, I
started shifting with the throttle engaged. Now, the bike didnt jerk and the shifts were smooth.
Then I started using Quickshifter more often. My verdict: I've become used to it. It works
flawlessly. It is such a joy to have Quickshift on an open road. The KTM Adventure in stock
form, tyres, suspension, et all is a very capable machine. Proudly powered by E2E Networks.
User Name. Remember Me? New Topics. Mark Forums Read. Page 19 of Thread Tools. Quote:
Originally Posted by nutcracker Apologies in advance for the n00b question: There are
adjustable level knobs on both the clutch and brake handle. The following BHPian Thanks
btdhar for this useful post:. Quote: Originally Posted by btdhar They will help you adjust the
reach of the lever. The following BHPian Thanks nutcracker for this useful post:. Quote:
Originally Posted by nutcracker By that you mean adjust the reach of the foot lever or the hand
lever? Quote: Originally Posted by nutcracker -I dropped the bike on the right side the first time
yesterday at 2 kmph. The saddle stay All decked up with nowhere to go! I did not strap things
up neatly as I just wanted to check whether everything came together or not! The following 8
BHPians Thank rb for this useful post:. Quote: Originally Posted by rb Attachment P. The
following 4 BHPians Thank rb for this useful post:. KarthikK , neil. If you are a novice or
entry-level rider and looking for a streetbike that you can commute back and forth to work on
every day and still take the back roads to the lake for the weekend, or just feel like you want to
hit the dirt and explore, you may want to take a long, hard look at this bike. Cyborg , Sheel ,
shyamg28 , swiftnfurious. Red Liner. AlQuazi , ast. Hello There, Guest! Login Register. Login
Username: Password: Lost Password? Remember me. Formula is a KTM dedicated business.
All we do is KTM , all day, every day! Do you have parts you don't need and want to offer up for
someone in the community who might need it? People and Bikes. Where have you gone, where
do you want to go, who have you gone with, and what do you think of your Adventure. Our
off-topic section. We admit that some people may choose to ride something other than the
Adventure. Lost Password? Last Post. Formula Formula is a KTM dedic
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ated business. Tyga Performance. Free to Good Home Do you have parts you don't need and
want to offer up for someone in the community who might need it? Introductions and Bios.
Bikes and Your Garage Share photos of your ride, your garage, and places you've gone!
Purchasing Dealers and Prices. Destinations and Ride Reports Where have you gone, where do
you want to go, who have you gone with, and what do you think of your Adventure.
Troubleshooting Need help? Have an idea on what to check if you run into issues? Tires and
Suspension. Engine, Intake, and Exhaust. Electrical Additions and Gremlins. Off Topic. The
Lounge Our off-topic section. Other Bikes We admit that some people may choose to ride
something other than the Adventure. Board Statistics. Who's Online [ Complete List ]. Our
members have made a total of , posts in , threads. We currently have 16, members registered.
Please welcome our newest member, olsuaqiwixuxi The most users online at one time was on at
AM. Forum Statistics.

